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OVERVIEW

THE annual change in the administrative forces behind every undergraduate activity at the Institute is an unfortunate necessity which may temporarily retard the progress of the endeavor. It is impossible that men who have successfully guided the policies of a particular branch of extra-curricular endeavor must be replaced by new men every year, who, through their freshness of ideas will ultimately lead to the success of the activity, may at first be unsteady drivers on a new course.

The incoming Board of Volume LI appreciate the magnitude of the responsibilities thrust upon them, and it will be their most earnest endeavor to further the ideals and policies which have guided former Boards throughout the last century of successful news service. However, the student body is urged to recognize the fact that a change in the leadership of a student newspaper does not necessarily impair the value of the organization. In THE TECH, as distinct from most of the other Tech activities, men are guided more by precedent than by any other external factor. The powers which administer the policies of the news organs may change, but the fundamental purposes of the founders, as stated by Tennyson's brook, "go on forever."

The remaining Board of Volume LI fortifies that body Volume LI not as a distinct monument wrought by new hands, but as a new aspect from a new viewpoint. It is a group of men, laid in place by men whose sole purpose is to carry on the policies of their predecessors.

CIVILIZATION COMMERCIALIZED

In today's "Open Forum" is expressed a sentiment which is undoubtedly the foremost idea in the minds of many Tech students. "The 'brown-baggers' is the keystone of the arch of our social structure," no doubt infers that all civilizations is built around the egotist.

The suggestion may seem flattering toward the undergraduate body, and there is some amount of sincere thought behind it. However, it is absurdly itself to assert that the Institute and schools of its type are the sole roots of our happiness. It is not something more than applied graphic Calculus; is music the achievement of the physicists; is literature the mere printing with chemical compounds on wood pulp? Civilization is not the state where Boulevard Dider and Chrysler buildings flank the city streets. The push, the commercial are just as vital a part of civilization as the scientific genius, and they should be there to help us.

The Institute is peculiarly characterized by an atmosphere which may inspire naught but a constant association with God and without them life would be as drab as a steam table. These men, to whom the future advancement of civilization may change, but the fundamental purposes of the founders, will be kept in mind by those who have been and are guided by the principles of the founders. In the light of these facts, "the-"

ONE OF NEW ENGLAND'S FINE HOTELS EXTENDS ITS WELCOME

BE GLAD TONIGHT

C'LoVe to The Bradford and go down Boston street, picking company and dance music that is in sight, or run up the street by a wolf's tail, and like an Italian cycling:

Gay, gay dancing, Zephyr, Zephyr, of the night, of the night, of the night,

One big band, one big band, of the night, of the night, of the night,

The Bradford, Bradford, Bradford, of the night, of the night, of the night,

One big band, one big band, of the night, of the night, of the night,

The Bradford, Bradford, Bradford, of the night, of the night, of the night,

The Bradford, Bradford, Bradford, of the night, of the night, of the night,

One big band, one big band, of the night, of the night, of the night,

The Bradford, Bradford, Bradford, of the night, of the night, of the night.

Look up at the windows of the Bradford, look up, and smile to the Yale man smokers. In the springtime you'll see him sitting in his window one cold winter evening of Edgeworth between his teeth.

On Chapel Street...out at the Bradford, everybody knows his name, his pipe and Edgeworth go with him. And at 42 out of 54 of the leading colleges and universities Edgeworth is the favorite tobacco.

A tobacco must be good to win them over, and Edgeworth is a good, Tournament proofed Edgeworth. You can get it wherever tobacco is sold. - 15c a tin. Or, for a free sample write to Larus & Bros., 105 Richmond, Virginia.